
 

Anti-semitic sentiment by Occupy Wall Street is troubling 
by Randy Bright http://www.tulsabeacon.com/?p=5535  

Nearly three quarters of a century ago, on November 7, 1938, an angry young man walked into 
the German embassy in Paris intent upon killing the German Ambassador. Not finding him, he 
instead shot and killed Germany’s Third Secretary Ernst vom Rath. 

Hershel Grynszpan was seeking revenge on the Germans, who during the prior week had evicted 
his Jewish parents from the city of Hanover, Germany. All of their possessions, including the 
store Grynszpan’s father had owned since 1911, had been confiscated by the German police, and 
the family had been forced into a refugee camp across the border in Poland. 

Joseph Goebbels, Hitler’s chief of propaganda, took advantage of the murder to begin a pogrom 
against the Jews in Germany and Austria. Goebbels first ordered German newspapers to place 
articles about the assassination of vom Rath on their front pages, then orchestrated an attack 
against the Jews by gangs, claiming that the attacks were merely spontaneous reactions to the 
assassination. 

On the evenings of November 9 and 10, Nazi youth and Nazi Stormtroopers (some dressed in 
civilian clothing) systematically roamed through cities in Germany and Austria, breaking 
windows in thousands of Jewish businesses, homes and synagogues. Later these nights would be 
referred to as Kristallnact, meaning, “The Night of the Broken Glass”. 

Goebbels ordered local police and firemen not to intervene except to protect the property of non-
Jewish Germans. The Nazis looted Jewish homes and businesses, stealing or destroying their 
contents. 91 Jews were killed, and many others were assaulted or raped. In Austria, at least 80 
people committed suicide to avoid facing the Nazi brutality. 

Synagogues were looted and burned, but not before their archives were confiscated and turned 
over to Hitler’s Security Service to be used to arrest Jews. Reports of the number of synagogues 
that were burned vary widely, but it could have been as many as 1,200. 

As many as 7,500 Jewish businesses were destroyed during Kristallnacht, and about 26,000 Jews 
were rounded up and sent to concentration camps at Dachau, Buchenwald, and Sachsenhausen, 
all of which had been prepared several weeks in advance. 

Later, Goebbels would hold a meeting with the top Nazi brass, declaring that the damages were 
the fault of the Jews. He levied a heavy fine on the Jews, confiscating all insurance payments 
that they might have received for the damages. 

At the meeting, Goebbels began the institution of anti-Semitic laws that were intended to remove 
the Jews from the German economy. Sadly, there was little resistance to the treatment of the 
Jews from the German population. 



The following year, Hitler invaded Poland, where Polish churches and synagogues were burned. 
Hitler was not just intent upon exterminating the Jewish people, but also the Christian Church. 
Goebbels is quoted to have said, “the Fuhrer is deeply religious, though completely anti-
Christian. He views Christianity as a symptom of decay. Rightly so. It is a branch of the Jewish 
race…”. 

Hitler planned to completely destroy Poland, including its capital, Warsaw. Except for a few 
iconic buildings, Warsaw was to be completely razed to the ground under a plan devised by 
German architect Friedrich Pabst, whose plan was intended to demoralize and to destroy the 
culture of the Polish people by destroying its architecture. 

Why are these events so important to remember now? Because we are seeing and hearing so 
much more anti-semitism now. 

The Occupy Wall Street movement is filled with people blaming the Jews for our nation’s 
current economic problems. This is not a spontaneous reaction as its proponents claim it to be. 
Unlike the genuinely spontaneous and peaceful Tea Party movement, OWS is being orchestrated 
all over the world. 

Our president has been conspicuously cold toward Israel, criticizing Israel for its defense policies 
(the settlements) and snubbing Prime Minister Netanyahu. 

Iran continues building nuclear weapons and Ahmadinejab continues his anti-Israel and anti-
American rhetoric, and Iran’s alliance with Russia poses a serious risk to Israel. 
In the Middle East and northern Africa, nation after nation is falling into the hands of the Muslim 
brotherhood, who are intent upon the destruction of Israel (and America). 

The bottom line is that Israel and Jews around the world need the support, protection and prayers 
of America and its allies, and we need a President who will continue our pro-Israel policies. 
Kristallnacht and the Holocaust happened because no one stood up to the Nazis until it was too 
late. We can’t be guilty of it again. 
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